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ABSTRACT
Water fountains are evolved stars showing early stages of collimated mass loss during
transition from the asymptotic giant branch, providing valuable insight into the for-
mation of asymmetric planetary nebulae. We report the results of multi-epoch VLBI
observations, which determine the spatial and three-dimensional kinematic structure
of H2O masers associated with the water fountain IRAS 18113−2503. The masers
trace three pairs of high-velocity (∼150–300 km s−1) bipolar bow shocks on a scale of
0.′′18 (∼2000 au). The expansion velocities of the bow shocks exhibit an exponential
decrease as a function of distance from the central star, which can be explained by an
episodic, jet-driven outflow decelerating due to drag forces in a circumstellar envelope.
Using our model, we estimate an initial ejection velocity ∼840 km s−1, a period for the
ejections ∼10 yr, with the youngest being ∼12 yr old, and an average envelope density
within the H2O maser region nH2≈10
6 cm−3. We hypothesize that IRAS 18113−2503
hosts a binary central star with a separation of ∼10 au, revealing novel clues about
the launching mechanisms of high-velocity collimated outflows in water fountains.
Key words: astrometry — binaries: general — masers — stars: AGB and post-AGB
— stars: individual (IRAS 18113−2503) — stars: jets
1 INTRODUCTION
A long-standing puzzle in the late stellar evolution of
low- to intermediate-mass stars (∼1–8 M⊙) is the shaping
mechanism of asymmetric planetary nebulae (PNe). It in-
⋆ E-mail: gabor@orosz.space
† On sabbatical leave at Joint ALMA Observatory, Santiago,
Chile
volves a sudden change in the stellar mass-loss mode from
spherical to bipolar/multipolar that occurs in a few hun-
dreds of years between the late asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) and post-AGB phases, before forming PNe (e.g.,
Balick & Frank 2002). This transition is characterized by the
launching of high-velocity collimated outflows, which then
interact with and carve out aspherical cavities in the slow
winds of the circumstellar envelope (CSE) ejected during
the AGB phase (Sahai & Trauger 1998; Sahai et al. 2005;
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Sahai & Patel 2015). These structures are subsequently ion-
ized by stellar radiation to form the signature appearance
of young PNe. Unraveling the origin and launching mecha-
nisms of high-velocity collimated outflows in evolved stars
requires studying them at an early stage after the launching
events (e.g., Bujarrabal et al. 2001; Vlemmings et al. 2014).
A group of sources in such an early stage are water
fountain stars (WFs), evolved objects in transition between
the late AGB and early PNe that show fast 22 GHz H2O
maser emission tracing post-shock gas at the interfaces be-
tween jet-driven outflows and their surrounding CSEs (Imai
2007; Desmurs 2012; Go´mez et al. 2017). Outflow speeds are
usually a few hundred km s−1, about an order of magni-
tude faster than the slowly expanding CSE formed in the
AGB phase. Collisionally excited H2O masers make it pos-
sible, by using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), to
characterize the spatio-kinematic properties of the outflows.
VLBI measurements revealed that H2O masers trace very
recent outflow activity in WFs, usually only a few decades
old, which can be collimated by large-scale magnetic fields
(Imai et al. 2002; Vlemmings et al. 2006).
IRAS 18113−2503 (hereafter I18113) was identified as a
post-AGBWF by Go´mez et al. (2011). It harbors the fastest
known outflow in a WF, with 22 GHz H2O masers spanning
a line-of-sight velocity range of 500 km s−1 (Go´mez et al.
2011, 2015). These masers trace two spatially separated clus-
ters, with each having a high velocity dispersion of 170
km s−1. Through the trigonometric parallax measurement
of its H2O masers, I18113 is estimated to be at a distance
of ≃12 kpc (Orosz et al., in preparation), implying that
1 mas corresponds to a linear size of ≃12 au. In this pa-
per, we present the fine-scale structure and internal motions
of 22 GHz H2O masers around I18113, derived from multi-
epoch VLBI observations.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We observed the H2O 616→523 maser line, with a rest fre-
quency of 22.235080 GHz, towards I18113 using the Very
Long Baseline Array (VLBA). Observations were carried out
over five epochs on 2014 December 11, December 24, and
2015 January 5, January 19, and February 2 under project
code BG231. The short epoch spacing ensured successful
cross-identification of individual maser features across sev-
eral epochs, facilitating proper motion measurements.
Each session lasted ∼5 hours with a target on-source
time of ∼2.5 hours. Every hour the bright continuum sources
NRAO530 (J1733−1304) or J1743−0350 were scanned for
4–5 minutes for delay and bandpass corrections. The ob-
served velocity range was 860 km s−1, from −330 km s−1
to 530 km s−1 in VLSR, where LSR denotes the kinematic
definition of the local standard of rest. Recorded data were
correlated by NRAO with VLBA-DiFX (Deller et al. 2011).
The single 64MHz-wide band was split into 2048 channels
with a spacing of 31.25 kHz (0.42 km s−1 at 22 GHz).
We reduced the data using the NRAO AIPS pack-
age with a standard approach. After amplitude, delay, and
bandpass corrections, we applied phase solutions obtained
through fringe fitting and self-calibration from a reference
maser channel (VLSR=−148.2 km s
−1) to all other channels.
Due to self-calibration, only phase terms describing the rel-
ative offsets from the maser spot in the reference channel
were measured. Image cubes were made using CLEAN de-
convolution, with typical synthesized beams of 1.4×0.3 mas.
Maser detections were cataloged at a signal-to-noise cutoff of
7 by fitting Gaussian models to emission peaks (Imai et al.
2013). We grouped maser spots within ∼1 mas (our angular
resolution), in each spectral feature, into maser features. The
feature position was measured as the flux-density-weighted
average position of each group of spots, corrected for ob-
servational and processing position offsets between epochs
(Burns et al. 2017).
3 RESULTS
We identified 130–170 maser features at each individual
epoch of observation, out of which 92 features could be ex-
plicitly traced (based on their spatio-kinematic proximity)
in all, and 55 additional features in at least three consec-
utive epochs. Our analysis uses these 147 (92+55) features
(Table 1). Image cube coregistration was done by setting
the geometric center (error≈0.005 mas) of the maser fea-
tures identified in all epochs as a common reference point,
assuming point symmetry (e.g., Chong et al. 2015).
The VLBI maser maps are shown in Fig. 1. Maser fea-
tures are found in two distinct clusters, separated along a
polar geometric axis. The maximum extent of the maser re-
gion is ∼180 mas. The maser clusters are also widely sep-
arated in line-of-sight velocity, with the northern cluster
clearly blueshifted with respect to the southern one. The
systemic velocity of the host stellar system is unknown, but
we assume VLSR ≃94 km s
−1, equal to the center of the maser
velocity range.
Most maser features trace three nested bipolar arcs (la-
beled ‘in’, ‘mid’, ‘out’ in Fig. 1a) with a radially decreasing
velocity gradient. The blueshifted northern region is gen-
erally brighter and more defined. Maser emission is also
brighter in regions closer to the polar axis. The features in
the bipolar arcs can be fitted with three independent ellipses
that have a common center within 2.5 mas (and are coinci-
dent within errors, 1–5 mas), offset from the centroid of the
maser feature distribution by <5 mas (Fig. 1a). Their ma-
jor axes also share a common orientation, around PA≃170◦,
which are consistent within errors (2–5◦). The spatial char-
acteristics of the maser arcs indicate the presence of a bipo-
lar collimated outflow, and the arcs are reminiscent of bow
shocks at the tip of a jet (Boboltz & Marvel 2005). The dis-
tinct pairs of arcs with nearly identical centers suggest an
episodic jet-like phenomenon with a single origin.
We calculated the proper motion vectors of each maser
feature by assuming linear motions and overall kinematic
symmetry (Fig. 1b, Table 1). The proper motions show that
the arcs are expanding, and that the directions of the faster
features are more parallel to each other. The absolute values
of the 3D velocities in Fig. 1c (derived using the trigonomet-
ric distance; Sect. 1) reveal that the motions are fastest near
the polar axis and slower away from it, along the arcs. The
overall 3D velocities of the arcs decrease at larger separa-
tions from the central system, suggesting deceleration.
To understand the underlying phenomena of the in-
ferred episodic and decelerating bow shocks, we derived their
kinematic parameters (Table 2). Assuming that the star is
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Table 1. Parameters of the 22 GHz H2O maser features around IRAS 18113−2503 detected with the VLBA.
Maser LOS velocity Position Proper motion 3D velocity Brightness Structure
ID VLSR ∆x ∆y µx µy V3D i I Arc ID
(km s−1) (mas) (mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (km s−1) (deg) (Jy beam−1)
1 −154.0 −12.26 70.39 0.02 2.03 273.7 65 0.33 –
2 −152.5 −8.89 70.64 0.09 1.26 256.9 74 0.09 –
3 −148.2 −19.15 47.24 −0.15 1.68 260.7 68 29.40 in
4 −146.4 −18.57 36.37 −0.42 2.59 283.0 58 0.30 in
5 −144.8 −19.28 37.20 −0.30 0.72 243.0 79 0.79 in
Note—Positions are relative to (α, δ)J2000.0=(18
h14m26.s70263,−25◦02′55.′′6981), derived from separate phase referencing observations
(Orosz et al., in prep.), and refer to the first detection of a maser feature (at epochs 1–3). Coordinates and proper motions are in
the eastward (∆x=∆αcosδ, µx=µαcosδ) and northward directions (∆y=∆δ, µy=µδ). Thermal noise dominated astrometric errors are
calculated to be <0.07 mas, depending on maser brightness. Proper motion errors are derived from the linear least squares fitting with
values of 0.01–0.20 mas yr−1, which are dependent on the number of epochs in the fitting and the astrometric errors of the maser features.
Typical rms noise in the line-free channels of the image cubes is ∼5 mJy beam−1. Inclination angles i are relative to the plane of the
sky. Brightness I and line-of-sight (LOS) VLSR values are the averages of all detections. Only maser features detected at least in three
consecutive epochs are listed, with IDs 692 referring to features detected in all five. Features used for fitting the arcs are indicated in
the last column. (This table is available in its entirety on the journal website in a machine-readable format.)
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Figure 1. (a) Spatial distribution, (b) internal proper motions, and (c) absolute values of the three-dimensional velocities of the 22 GHz
H2O maser features around IRAS 18113−2503. Features in each lobe are found in distinct arcs, separated both spatially and in velocity.
Grey dashed lines in panel (a) show ellipses fitted to each arc independently (‘in’, ‘mid’, ‘out’; see Table 2), with grey triangles marking
their centers. Map origin (black cross) is at the geometric center of the maser feature distribution and at the approximate location of the
central object, at (α, δ)J2000.0=(18
h14m26.s70263,−25◦02′55.′′6981). Shown coordinates are offsets relative to this position in the eastward
(∆αcosδ) and northward directions (∆δ). See the numerical values for these data in Table 1.
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Table 2. Derived parameters of the observed 22 GHz H2O maser
outflow around IRAS 18113−2503.
Arc Length (x) V3D t [v=const] t [v=v0e
−k x ]
ID (au) (km s−1) (yr) (yr)
in 1160±25 280±10 20±2 12±2
mid 1610±10 180±15 42±4 21±4
out 1890±10 140±15 64±6 30±6
Note—IDs refer to labels in Fig. 1a. Length is the deprojected
semimajor axis of the ellipses. V3D values are from averaging the
velocities of the maser features used for fitting the individual
ellipses (using only the blueshifted cluster). A common inclina-
tion of 55◦ is adopted for all three bow shocks. The last two
columns give the kinematic ages of the jets, by assuming outflow
episodes with constant but different velocities of v0=280, 180,
140 km s−1 (t [v=const]), or episodes with the same ejection ve-
locity of v0=840 km s
−1 and a common exponential deceleration
(t [v=v0e
−k x ]); see Sect. 4.
at the center of the fitted ellipses shown in Fig. 1a, we char-
acterize the average 3D velocity of all three shock fronts and
their distances from the central star. The spatio-kinematic
model presumes that the bow shocks share a common in-
clination (i=55◦ with respect to the plane of the sky, the
average inclination of all maser features). In reality the in-
clination angles of the individual maser features vary with
σ≈11◦, but there is no clear systematic trend in their values.
In addition, it is reasonable to expect that the bow shocks
share a common inclination, as their orientation on the sky
is also nearly identical.
4 DISCUSSION
Originally, Go´mez et al. (2011) proposed several possibilities
to explain the large velocity dispersion of the I18113 H2O
maser clusters. The scenarios included projection effects due
to the large opening angle or precessing motion of the out-
flow, and intrinsic characteristics in the outflow itself such as
shocks produced by episodic mass ejections. Hints of episodic
behavior have also been observed in other WFs (Chong et al.
2015; Yung et al. 2011; Sahai et al. 2017). The case of I18113
is the first where we find multiple bow shock structures in a
WF traced by masers, raising the unique possibility to de-
rive 3D kinematic parameters at multiple points along the
outflow. The velocity gradients of the maser features both
along and perpendicular to the outflow axis (Fig. 1c) are not
consistent with projection effects alone, suggesting instead
interactions with an ambient medium (e.g., Raga et al. 1990;
Lee et al. 2001).
A physical interpretation could be that of a single out-
flow permeating a stratified CSE produced by previous mass
loss episodes in the AGB phase. In this case, masers trace
shocks generated at each shell layer as the outflow proceeds
outward (Kwok et al. 2008; Chong et al. 2015). While we
cannot discard this scenario with the presently available
data, the observed velocity and spatial signatures of the
bow shocks are more naturally explained with collimated,
episodic mass ejections. We can consider two basic scenarios:
in the first, the initial ejection velocities increase each time;
in the second, the ejection velocities remain the same, but
the ejected mass clumps decelerate (e.g., Raga et al. 1990).
The observed decrease in the 3D velocities of the three
ejections is too violent to be explained with only a single
steady outflow traveling through a uniform medium, which
would imply the outflow slowing down linearly with distance
(Canto´ et al. 2006). Instead, the deceleration is clearly non-
linear, and it can be well described with a common expo-
nential decay as a function of distance x from the source,
v(x)=v0e
−kx , supporting a decelerating outflow scenario. Fit-
ting v(x) to our three position–velocity points, we obtain the
parameters v0=840±150 km s
−1 and k=(6.4±0.9)·10−17 cm−1
(Table 2, Fig. 2a). In such a case, each ejection produces bow
shocks that then propagate outward in the ambient medium
and decelerate as they interact with it.
Since the observed shocks are highly supersonic
(Mach>70, with vsound=2 km s
−1 at 100 K), the mass ejec-
tions have high Reynolds numbers(&106), i.e. the outflow is
expected to be turbulent. Under such conditions, the motion
of the outflow can be modeled with the quadratic drag equa-
tion, FD=ρCDAv
2/2, that describes the resistive force result-
ing from the outflow moving through an ambient medium.
Here, ρ is the mass density of the CSE, CD is the drag coeffi-
cient of the outflowing mass clumps, A is the cross sectional
area of a clump, and v is the outflow velocity relative to
the ambient medium. Taking k=ρCDA/(2m) as a constant
(where m is the mass of the individual outflowing clumps),
we can derive equations that describe the motion of the out-
flow and its evolution with time under the influence of drag,
i.e. v(x)=v0e
−kx , v(t)=v0(1+v0kt)
−1, and x(t)=ln(1+v0kt)k
−1.
By adopting the drag scenario, we can reproduce the ob-
served exponential decrease in the outflow velocity v(x) with
distance x from the central source, and give physical mean-
ing to the parameters v0 and k that were derived from our
curve fitting with the values mentioned earlier (Fig. 2a). Us-
ing the above equations, we can also describe the velocity
and position of the outflowing mass as a function of time,
v(t) and x(t), respectively (Figs. 2b and 2c), and calculate
the ages of the different ejections (Table 2).
The kinematic ages derived assuming outflows with con-
stant but different velocities v = V3D (t [v=const]), and
those derived from the exponential decrease in velocity
(t [v=v0e
−kx] with v0=840 km s
−1), differ only by a factor of
two (Table 2). Both values depend on initial assumptions,
e.g., we neglected the ambient wind velocity of the CSE,
assumed that the CSE has a constant density within the
region encompassed by the maser emission, and took the
star to be halfway between the maser bow shocks both spa-
tially and in velocity. However, the relative age differences
between the episodes (∆t) are equal within errors regardless
of the adopted ejection scenario and only their absolute val-
ues change, i.e., with or without considering drag we reach a
similar conclusion; that the jet-like ejections from I18113 oc-
cur periodically, every ∼20 yr vs ∼10 yr (Table 2). Although
the second scenario predicts that a new ejection could have
been launched by the time of these observations, its non-
detection is reasonable, since maser emission is very sensi-
tive to physical conditions in the medium and the newest
mass-loss event may not have yet reached the maser pump-
ing region. Therefore, monitoring the evolution of the H2O
masers is essential as the detection of a new ejection could
test our predictions.
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Figure 2. A fitted outflow model describing the motions of the masers, plotted as (a) jet velocity as a function of its spatial length; (b)
jet velocity as a function of age; and (c) the spatial length of the jet as a function of its age. Open circles mark the observed values,
while filled circles show the model for every whole year in time. Labels refer to Table 2.
Our kinematic model is just a qualitative first ap-
proach, as the drag equation only describes the motion of
a supersonic outflow through an enclosing ‘viscous fluid’,
i.e. the relic CSE, and it is not a hydrodynamic simula-
tion describing shock formation and propagation. Further-
more, our model assumes a constant density in the ambient
medium, whereas in reality the first ejection could sweep
up the CSE material, reducing the density of the medium
and allowing the following ejections to propagate through
the sparser environment faster than assumed in the model
(e.g., Krist et al. 2008). In this case, the parameter v0 would
not be necessarily the initial ejection velocity. Nevertheless,
despite its simplicity, the kinematic model reproduces well
the non-linear deceleration in the data.
Using our derived equations, if we follow the trajectory
of a single maser cloud, we can estimate the density of the
ambient medium of the CSE that is slowing down the ejec-
tions. Assuming that each maser feature is a spherical cloud
tracing post-shock gas in a turbulent flow (CD=0.47), with
a diameter of 1 au (e.g., Hollenbach et al. 2013), and den-
sity nH2(maser)=10
9 cm−3 (e.g., Elitzur et al. 1989), it is
possible to derive from the constant k the number density
of the ambient medium to be nH2≃3 · 10
6 cm−3. Due to the
many simplifying assumptions, this result should only be
taken as an order of magnitude estimate. In particular, the
CSE might have a radially isotropic density profile (ρ ∝ r−2,
where r is the CSE radius), so a constant density assump-
tion introduces an uncertainty of ∼30 per cent. Maser clouds
can also be flattened into cylindrical slabs in shocked regions
(Richards et al. 2011; Hollenbach et al. 2013), which could
increase A and CD by a factor of a few.
The derived ambient density implies that within a
sphere of 2000 au radius (the extent of the maser region)
there is about 0.5 M⊙ in the CSE (with an uncertainty of
∼30 per cent), corresponding to an average mass loss rate in
the range of 3 · 10−4 to 1.4 · 10−5 M⊙ yr
−1 for typical AGB
wind speeds of 10–20 km s−1. These are reasonable num-
bers for a star with an initial mass of 4–8 M⊙ , which is the
range where the progenitors of WFs are believed to be, based
on e.g., CO observations (He et al. 2008; Imai et al. 2012;
Rizzo et al. 2013), optical extinction (Sua´rez et al. 2008),
and the Galactic scale heights of WFs (Imai et al. 2007).
We interpret the observed periodicity to come from
an accreting binary system that would also explain
the collimation of the outflow, as predicted by vari-
ous stellar binary models (Garc´ıa-Arredondo & Frank
2004; Soker & Rappaport 2000; Soker 2015;
Nordhaus & Blackman 2006). Stars with an initial mass of
4–8 M⊙ will evolve into remnant central stars of ∼0.8–1 M⊙
after the AGB (Kalirai et al. 2008; Renedo et al. 2010). A
central mass in this range, together with a binary period
of ∼10 yr (from the observed periodicity) would result in
a binary separation on the order of 10 au. Among binary
central stars in PNe, very few are known with decade-long
orbital periods (Miszalski et al. 2018). This means that
maser observations might help us identify long period
central binaries, which are difficult to detect with other
observational techniques. Our scenario to explain the maser
spatio-kinematics (Fig. 2) requires a dense and mostly un-
perturbed CSE along the jet axis. However, a binary system
with a separation of only ∼10 au may go through a wind
Roche-lobe overflow phase (Mohamed & Podsiadlowski
2012) during the AGB expansion of the primary. This
could affect the envelope geometry by creating expanding
toroids with low density along the poles, as observed in
other bipolar post-AGB stars (e.g., Sahai et al. 2006, 2017;
Olofsson et al. 2015; Go´mez, et al. 2018), unless the com-
panion is of very low-mass. Thus, considering our estimated
high gas density along the jet axis, we speculate that the
binary companion could be of low mass (even substellar).
In conclusion, VLBI maser observations reveal, for the
first time, an exponentially decelerating system of episodic
ejections from a WF, exhibiting a periodicity of ∼10 yr.
Presently, the observations may best be explained by a close
(∼10 au) binary. Future observations of thermal molecular
lines are necessary to disclose the circumstellar structure and
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the properties of the outflow in this WF, providing more in-
formation on the inferred binary central star.
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Table A1. Parameters of the 22 GHz H2O maser features around IRAS 18113−2503 detected with the VLBA. (Online supplementary
material.)
Maser LOS velocity Position Proper motion 3D velocity Brightness Structure
ID VLSR ∆x ∆y µx µy V3D i I Arc ID
(km s−1) (mas) (mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (km s−1) (deg) (Jy beam−1)
1 −154.0 −12.26 70.39 0.02 2.03 273.7 65 0.33 –
2 −152.5 −8.89 70.64 0.09 1.26 256.9 74 0.09 –
3 −148.2 −19.15 47.24 −0.15 1.68 260.7 68 29.40 in
4 −146.4 −18.57 36.37 −0.42 2.59 283.0 58 0.30 in
5 −144.8 −19.28 37.20 −0.30 0.72 243.0 79 0.79 in
6 −144.8 −13.15 56.15 −0.53 2.52 280.4 58 0.47 in
7 −144.2 −18.14 48.20 −0.26 2.56 279.6 58 10.57 in
8 −143.6 3.63 54.51 −0.34 3.28 302.7 52 0.43 in
9 −142.7 −8.77 57.80 −0.10 2.68 281.8 57 12.33 in
10 −141.8 −17.97 50.40 0.27 3.30 301.8 51 0.62 in
11 −140.2 −14.39 53.30 −0.48 2.60 278.5 57 11.71 in
12 −137.6 −18.12 50.56 −0.95 3.19 299.2 51 0.34 in
13 −134.2 −0.23 74.33 −1.39 2.33 275.7 56 0.33 –
14 −129.8 −14.34 72.76 0.43 2.79 275.5 54 0.97 –
15 −126.4 −14.61 72.58 −0.13 0.57 223.0 81 0.12 –
16 −123.9 −15.10 73.06 0.21 1.56 235.7 68 0.16 –
17 −112.3 −9.40 75.59 −0.20 1.21 217.9 71 0.43 –
18 −92.4 −10.19 76.51 −0.42 1.88 216.3 60 0.17 –
19 −90.1 −10.17 76.58 −0.10 1.71 208.3 62 0.65 –
20 −86.7 −16.14 88.29 −0.33 2.28 223.5 54 0.08 –
21 −84.9 −14.82 82.99 −0.15 1.26 193.1 68 0.17 –
22 −81.7 −2.91 77.38 −0.83 2.18 220.3 53 0.10 –
23 −80.4 −3.14 79.25 −0.17 2.34 219.7 53 0.14 –
24 −79.2 −5.66 81.03 0.15 1.24 187.3 68 0.46 –
25 −77.0 −9.17 81.32 −0.99 1.62 202.3 58 1.08 –
26 −74.1 −18.01 74.49 −0.37 1.49 189.5 63 0.09 mid
27 −72.3 −18.21 74.50 −0.24 1.78 195.3 58 0.31 mid
28 −71.5 −10.14 77.22 0.18 2.26 209.7 52 0.17 mid
29 −67.5 −10.02 77.51 −0.28 2.07 200.6 54 0.35 mid
30 −67.2 −29.82 55.34 −0.78 1.78 195.6 56 0.54 mid
31 −64.5 −24.48 70.37 −0.60 1.08 173.4 66 0.15 mid
32 −64.2 −13.61 82.01 −0.37 1.28 175.6 64 0.11 –
33 −62.8 −17.43 88.14 −0.54 2.33 207.8 49 2.97 –
34 −61.5 −18.89 87.83 0.06 2.47 209.6 48 4.92 –
35 −59.7 −17.35 88.22 0.15 2.73 218.9 45 2.12 –
36 −51.9 −31.31 50.93 −1.17 1.14 173.2 57 0.08 mid
37 −51.5 −24.09 87.88 −1.15 1.49 180.8 54 0.18 –
38 −50.8 −31.20 52.23 −0.53 0.96 157.8 67 0.08 mid
39 −49.9 −31.38 49.41 −0.71 0.43 151.6 72 0.08 mid
40 −48.0 −23.48 88.98 −0.43 2.08 186.7 50 0.08 –
41 −48.0 −31.44 51.00 −0.83 1.19 164.3 60 0.07 mid
42 −46.7 −14.64 91.88 −0.93 1.04 161.6 61 0.15 –
43 −44.9 −29.69 35.38 −1.27 0.69 161.5 59 3.75 –
44 −44.3 −15.09 91.19 0.15 1.97 178.3 51 0.20 –
45 −44.1 −16.06 92.16 −0.22 2.01 179.7 50 0.27 –
46 −42.1 −31.66 51.52 −1.05 1.06 160.5 58 0.59 mid
47 −40.3 −29.83 34.97 −0.69 0.78 146.9 66 14.96 –
48 −36.5 3.87 88.71 0.16 1.92 170.4 50 1.58 –
49 −35.0 −29.05 59.35 −1.06 1.12 156.2 56 0.12 mid
50 −34.8 −6.21 90.53 −0.10 1.29 148.4 60 0.24 –
51 −29.2 2.83 90.60 0.18 1.51 150.5 55 0.32 out
52 −25.0 −35.42 75.90 −0.93 1.09 144.2 56 0.13 out
53 −22.7 −7.28 90.70 0.01 1.77 154.4 49 0.40 out
54 −21.7 21.25 77.02 0.59 0.75 128.0 65 0.24 out
55 −21.7 −21.90 87.15 −0.71 1.67 155.3 48 0.25 out
56 −17.3 25.36 67.23 1.53 −1.74 172.5 40 0.06 out
57 −11.9 −20.43 86.98 −0.45 1.36 133.6 52 0.22 out
58 −10.0 19.56 79.07 0.53 0.79 117.3 63 0.11 out
59 −9.9 14.71 84.91 0.14 2.38 171.1 37 0.46 out
Note—Continued on the next page.
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Table A1 – continued Parameters of the 22 GHz H2O maser features around IRAS 18113−2503 detected with the VLBA. (Online
supplementary material.)
Maser LOS velocity Position Proper motion 3D velocity Brightness Structure
ID VLSR ∆x ∆y µx µy V3D i I Arc ID
(km s−1) (mas) (mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (km s−1) (deg) (Jy beam−1)
60 −7.0 16.38 82.39 0.19 1.09 119.2 58 0.25 out
61 −5.8 −39.93 66.39 −0.73 1.64 142.9 44 0.28 out
62 −4.9 −20.01 86.31 0.16 2.09 155.0 40 1.05 out
63 −3.2 −37.22 72.68 −0.78 1.22 127.5 50 0.19 out
64 −2.4 −34.35 77.91 −1.11 0.67 121.6 53 0.34 out
65 −1.5 −34.98 76.78 −0.31 1.63 134.4 45 0.41 out
66 190.2 −7.16 −78.07 −0.14 −1.27 120.6 −53 0.12 out
67 200.2 33.76 −77.61 1.60 −0.32 140.9 −49 0.34 out
68 200.6 32.32 −78.41 0.65 −1.78 151.5 −45 0.24 out
69 201.6 6.84 −85.08 0.28 −1.49 137.8 −51 0.23 out
70 201.9 −16.74 −28.95 −0.61 −0.92 124.8 −60 0.09 –
71 203.8 −0.13 −82.41 −0.64 −1.21 134.6 −55 0.13 out
72 207.9 5.47 −84.11 0.40 −1.59 146.9 −51 1.88 out
73 209.9 3.20 −83.04 1.74 −2.15 195.2 −36 0.56 out
74 211.7 6.47 −84.48 −0.09 −1.47 144.3 −55 5.05 out
75 221.0 21.30 −82.54 0.25 −1.40 150.4 −58 1.00 out
76 226.5 24.71 −80.96 0.30 −1.90 171.7 −50 0.32 out
77 229.4 26.54 −80.18 1.07 −2.81 218.1 −38 0.05 out
78 253.8 24.39 −81.28 1.00 −1.15 181.7 −62 5.87 –
79 255.5 30.77 −63.35 2.22 0.05 205.1 −52 0.82 mid
80 256.5 22.71 −82.40 0.10 −1.95 196.8 −56 0.92 –
81 259.3 18.67 −82.78 1.81 −1.11 204.6 −54 0.24 –
82 260.5 29.92 −63.79 1.19 −1.18 191.6 −60 1.91 mid
83 261.6 10.17 −78.07 0.25 −1.96 201.5 −56 0.48 –
84 263.5 20.18 −82.06 2.55 −1.42 237.3 −46 3.42 –
85 264.6 13.53 −82.19 0.61 −3.52 265.5 −40 0.18 –
86 267.1 10.89 −73.52 0.05 −2.24 214.7 −54 0.26 mid
87 269.4 24.15 −70.85 1.18 −2.69 242.0 −46 0.12 mid
88 322.1 0.88 −52.56 −0.88 −1.58 250.1 −66 2.11 –
89 324.2 12.11 −47.93 0.33 −1.12 239.4 −74 0.16 in
90 324.6 −0.14 −45.01 −0.63 −0.90 238.8 −75 0.26 in
91 330.7 25.39 −29.73 0.65 −1.06 246.9 −73 0.10 in
92 341.5 19.26 −65.30 0.26 −1.30 258.7 −73 0.25 –
101 −146.8 −12.00 56.86 1.03 3.01 301.2 53 0.08 in
102 −145.8 −15.48 53.23 −0.25 3.55 313.9 50 0.10 in
103 −145.6 −19.27 42.88 0.16 1.03 247.0 76 0.10 in
104 −145.3 −10.71 54.25 0.09 2.03 266.0 64 0.06 in
105 −143.1 −17.70 52.28 1.13 2.63 287.8 56 0.17 in
106 −142.6 −20.43 42.35 −0.13 1.32 248.5 72 0.25 in
107 −142.6 −16.23 51.05 −0.54 2.39 274.7 60 0.30 in
108 −140.7 −3.13 58.21 −1.49 2.70 293.3 53 0.08 in
109 −139.7 −7.56 63.47 −0.59 1.44 250.0 69 0.16 –
110 −139.3 6.38 58.64 −0.33 1.44 248.1 70 0.19 –
111 −139.3 5.86 51.58 −0.63 1.38 248.9 70 0.06 in
112 −138.8 −15.43 52.71 0.19 2.51 273.4 58 0.55 in
113 −135.1 −4.99 66.04 0.44 1.85 253.5 65 0.05 –
114 −121.2 −15.69 72.63 1.17 4.16 326.8 41 0.58 –
115 −84.6 −10.20 76.59 0.02 3.00 247.2 46 0.10 –
116 −78.2 −12.55 85.30 −0.24 1.10 183.7 70 0.09 –
117 −76.8 −2.79 77.62 −0.06 1.60 193.7 62 0.17 mid
118 −75.1 −2.75 77.72 −0.03 2.99 240.0 45 0.10 mid
119 −65.4 −29.77 55.69 −0.74 1.45 184.5 60 0.20 mid
120 −65.1 −10.25 77.60 0.09 0.33 160.4 83 0.08 mid
121 −63.9 −22.34 86.06 −1.01 2.55 222.1 45 0.67 –
122 −63.9 −10.28 77.51 −1.14 0.87 177.8 63 0.15 mid
123 −62.7 −30.83 49.57 −2.19 0.86 206.3 49 0.14 mid
124 −62.3 −20.98 86.64 −1.30 3.45 261.7 37 0.60 –
125 −59.2 −30.56 45.45 −0.77 −3.36 248.8 38 0.06 mid
Note—Continued on the next page.
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Table A1 – continued Parameters of the 22 GHz H2O maser features around IRAS 18113−2503 detected with the VLBA. (Online
supplementary material.)
Maser LOS velocity Position Proper motion 3D velocity Brightness Structure
ID VLSR ∆x ∆y µx µy V3D i I Arc ID
(km s−1) (mas) (mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (km s−1) (deg) (Jy beam−1)
126 −56.3 −13.78 90.73 −0.70 1.94 190.6 52 0.12 –
127 −41.0 −31.12 54.63 −2.86 0.26 211.9 40 0.07 mid
128 −40.3 −31.77 51.39 −0.79 0.57 145.4 68 0.57 mid
129 −39.4 3.75 88.48 0.32 1.61 163.0 55 0.14 –
130 −36.1 −29.85 34.98 −1.90 1.92 201.5 40 0.07 –
131 −30.7 −22.88 45.22 0.96 2.71 205.9 37 0.07 –
132 −18.8 −27.26 84.64 1.03 5.23 323.8 20 0.06 out
133 −17.5 16.20 83.31 1.33 0.69 140.4 53 0.07 out
134 −14.0 −31.95 81.15 −3.44 −0.66 226.8 28 0.05 out
135 −12.1 21.44 77.90 0.54 0.23 111.3 73 0.07 out
136 −11.8 20.44 78.32 0.31 −0.15 107.6 80 0.05 out
137 −9.9 3.53 90.97 2.11 −2.33 207.1 30 0.06 out
138 −8.6 19.30 79.57 −0.92 2.44 180.4 35 0.07 out
139 8.6 −36.98 34.44 −0.31 0.70 95.9 −63 0.05 –
140 194.7 −3.11 −80.85 −3.65 −1.70 250.0 −24 0.04 out
141 199.0 11.00 −86.59 −0.78 −1.10 130.1 −54 0.08 out
142 202.4 −9.34 −70.93 −0.76 0.21 117.1 −68 0.07 out
143 204.9 6.09 −84.58 0.38 −1.20 131.9 −57 1.74 out
144 207.9 −8.73 −71.24 −0.73 −2.91 205.1 −34 0.08 out
145 239.3 −8.46 −61.01 0.48 2.68 212.4 −43 0.07 mid
146 249.2 −2.92 −65.40 −0.67 −1.19 173.5 −63 0.06 mid
147 261.4 6.64 −76.21 0.30 −2.47 219.1 −50 0.13 –
148 262.7 14.17 −82.91 1.07 −2.20 218.6 −50 0.09 –
149 265.6 5.90 −70.91 1.54 −3.83 290.9 −36 0.06 –
150 268.3 19.19 −82.10 −0.53 −1.61 199.1 −61 0.16 –
151 269.8 11.75 −73.10 0.08 −2.70 233.4 −49 0.11 mid
152 308.9 17.25 −79.85 0.22 −1.79 238.0 −64 0.06 –
153 337.7 13.30 −65.06 0.91 −2.56 288.3 −58 0.18 mid
154 339.9 13.42 −65.00 −0.06 −4.43 351.9 −44 0.11 –
155 342.3 16.40 −66.75 0.33 −1.73 267.5 −68 0.12 –
Note—Positions are relative to (α, δ)J2000.0=(18
h14m26.s70263,−25◦02′55.′′6981), derived from separate phase referencing observations
(Orosz et al., in prep.), and refer to the first detection of a maser feature (at epochs 1–3). Coordinates and proper motions are in
the eastward (∆x=∆αcosδ, µx=µαcosδ) and northward directions (∆y=∆δ, µy=µδ). Thermal noise dominated astrometric errors are
calculated to be <0.07 mas, depending on maser brightness. Proper motion errors are derived from the linear least squares fitting with
values of 0.01–0.20 mas yr−1, which are dependent on the number of epochs in the fitting and the astrometric errors of the maser features.
Typical rms noise in the line-free channels of the image cubes is ∼5 mJy beam−1. Inclination angles i are relative to the plane of the
sky. Brightness I and line-of-sight (LOS) VLSR values are the averages of all detections. Only maser features detected at least in three
consecutive epochs are listed, with IDs 692 referring to features detected in all five. Features used for fitting the arcs are indicated in
the last column. (This table is also available in plain text ASCII format on the journal website.)
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